
MINUTES OF THE 
COUNCIL MEETING 

(September 25, 2017) 
 
Subject to the approval of the ION Council, the following minutes are submitted.  The Council 
meeting was called to order on September 25, 2017 at the Oregon Convention Center, Portland, 
Oregon at 5:30 p.m.  Those present were: 
 
VOTING COUNCIL MEMBERS: 

Name    Office Held 
John Raquet   President 
Jade Morton   Executive Vice President 
Frank van Graas   Treasurer, Past President 
Anthea Coster   Eastern Vice President 
Gary McGraw   Western Vice President 
Elliott Kaplan   Military Division Chair 
Frank van Diggelen  Satellite Division Chair 
Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska Immediate Past President 
Francine Vannicola  Eastern Member-at-Large 
Neil Gerein   Western Member-at-Large 
Paul Benshoof   Western Member-at-Large 
José-Ángel Ávila-Rodríguez Technical Representative 
Sunil Bisnath   Technical Representative 
Mathieu Joerger  Technical Representative 
Olivier Julien   Technical Representative 
Allison Kealy   Technical Representative 
Di Qiu    Technical Representative 
Andrey Soloviev   Technical Representative 
Terry Moore   Technical Representative 
Boris Pervan   Publications Chair 
John Clark   Finance Chair 
John Nielson   Membership Chair 
John Betz   Fellows Chair 
Sherman Lo   Meetings Chair  
Michael Meurer   Awards Chair 
Michael Veth   Bylaws Chair 
Todd Walter   No Cal Chair/Past President 
Steve Rounds   So Cal Section Chair 
Chris Hegarty   Past President  
Larry Hothem   Past President 
John Lavrakas   Past President 
Mikel Miller   Past President 
Karen Van Dyke   Past President  
 

NON-VOTING PARTICIPANTS: 
Name    Position Held  
Lisa Beaty   Executive Director    
Ryan Dupuis   PTTI General Chair 
John Langer   Military Division Vice Chair 
Kyle Wesson   2016-’17 Congressional Fellow 
Sanjeev Gunawardena  SDR GNSS Metadata Standard Chair 
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Frank Czopek 
Mitch Narins 
 

It was determined that a quorum was achieved.   
 
AGENDA 
 
See Attached File: Agenda Council September 2017 
 
Approve January 30, 2017 Council Meeting Minutes: J. Raquet    
 

Motion:  Council approves the January 30, 2017 Council Meeting Minutes as 
circulated.  Motion made by John Raquet, seconded by John Clark and passed by 
the Council. 

 
President’s Report: J. Raquet 
 
See Attached File: Presidents Report 9-25-17 
 
John Raquet, president, reported that members for the Annual Awards Committee were 
submitted by Awards Chair, Dr. Michael Meurer, in March and approved by the Executive 
Committee.  Council was asked to ratify the Annual Awards Committee membership. 

 
Motion: The Council ratifies the following members of the 2017 and 2018 Annual Awards 
Committee: Dr. Michael Meurer (chair), Dr. Chris Hegarty, Dr. Richard Langley, Dr. 
Christophe Macabiau, Dr. Jade Morton, Dr. Gary McGraw and Mr. Doug Taggart. Motion 
made by John Raquet, seconded by Michael Meurer and passed by the Council. 

 
It was reported that in February the ION Executive Committee approved $2,000 of New Initiative 
funds to fund travel for one ION representative to attend GNSS+R 2017 Specialist Meeting on 
Reflectometry using GNSS and other signals of Opportunity. The organizers of the biennial GNSS+R 
Specialist Meeting on Reflectometry using GNSS and other Signals of Opportunity (May 23-25, 
2017 at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, MI) approached ION about being a technical co-
sponsor of the 2017 event.  ION had declined for 2017 due to dates, and the event did not meet 
the criteria of having a member of Council on the organizing committee to assure technical 
consistency.  However, in an effort to consolidate the number of GNSS technical events, members 
of the ION Executive Committee began discussing the possibility of co-locating GNSS+R 2019 with 
Pacific PNT 2019 and hosting this as a track using the same model as ION uses with ITM and PTTI. 
 
In order to accomplish this, it was reported that Jade Morton, who will be ION president in May of 
2019, attended GNSS+R in May 2017 to evaluate the technical program, compatibility with Pacific 
PNT in 2019 and establish relationships with the technical program organizers to help facilitate a 
co-location in 2019.  The following motion provided funding for this endeavor. 
 

MOTION: The Executive Committee approves $2,000 of New Initiative funds to fund travel 
for an ION representative to attend GNSS+R Specialist Meeting on Reflectometry using 

https://www.ion.org/governance/upload/Agenda_Council_September_2017.pdf
https://www.ion.org/governance/upload/Presidents_Report_9-25-17.pdf
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GNSS and other Signals of Opportunity (May 23-25, 2017 at the University of Michigan in 
Ann Arbor, MI). Approved by the ION Executive Committee by email vote in February 2017. 

 
Dr. Raquet reported that in May the ION Executive Committee received a formal request from 
PTTI General Chair Ryan Dupuis, on behalf of PTTI organizers, for ION to facilitate an US-only 
FOUO clock session prior to ITM/PTTI 2018. The Executive Committee did not approve this 
request, as it did not align with the ION’s strategic goals for conference products. ION did invite 
PTTI to host a US-only FOUO clock session in conjunction with JNC. It was reported that a proposal 
for JNC 2018 to host a session titled “Emerging Tactical and Strategic Atomic Clock Technology,” 
chaired by Dr. Robert Lutwak, Draper and Dr. John Burke, DARPA has been incorporated into JNC 
2018 program committee. 
 
The performance of ION technical meetings held since the last Council meeting were reviewed. 
 

Motion: Council approved Pacific PNT to be held April 8-10, 2019 in Honolulu, HI. Motion 
made by John Raquet, seconded by Sherman Lo and passed by the Council. 

 
It was reported that the Satellite Division had approved St. Louis, Missouri for ION GNSS 2020 and 
2021. 
 

Motion: Council ratifies the Satellite Division’s motion to approve St. Louis as the location 
for ION GNSS+ 2020 and 2021. Motion made by John Raquet, seconded by Mikel Miller 
and passed by the Council. 

 
ION is trying to diversify, and is working on autonomy workshop on the subject of sensor 
integration and integrity for autonomous systems.  All speakers would be invited.  Dr. Zak Kassas 
would organize the technical program, with support from Dr. John Raquet.  The current plan is to 
co-locate this event with ITM in the DC area in January.  It was noted that this would be a 
different group than ION’s traditional audience. It was noted that the target audience for this 
workshop would be many who may have never heard of ION before and as such, this was an 
outreach effort.   
 

Motion: ION host its first Autonomy Workshop in January 2018 and approve New 
Initiatives budget of $10,000 to facilitate expenses associated with the same. Motion 
made by John Raquet, seconded by Karen Van Dyke and passed by the Council. 

 
Membership Chair Report: J. Nielson 
 
See Attached File: Membership Chair Report 9-25-17 
 
Ethics Policy and Scope of Chair/Committee:    
 
Background: 
John Nielson, ad hoc Ethics Chair, reported that at the January 2017 Council meeting he had been 
given the action item to propose the role the ethics policy should play in ION and the ION’s 

https://www.ion.org/governance/upload/Membership_Chair_Report_9-25-17.pdf
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membership; and the role and scope of the Ethics Chair/Committee. 
 
Proposed Purpose Ethics Policy to: 

1. protect the ION from the threat of litigation or controversy by having a clear standard of 
ethics by which decisions can be made; and 

2. to ensure that members nominated for office or to receive recognition or otherwise 
represent the ION not be cause for embarrassment or lack of credibility to the ION. 

 
Proposed Ethics Policy Enforcement Process: 

• Any ION member can report a possible ethics violation to Ethics Chair.  (Likely source of 
violations might be officer nominations or awards committees.) 

• The Ethics Chair, ION President, and ION Executive Vice President decide (by vote if 
necessary) whether to refer the matter to the executive committee. 

– If allegations are clearly groundless, then the matter can be dropped. 
– If the allegations may have merit, it should be referred to the executive committee 

to make a determination. 
• If the matter is referred to the Executive Committee: 

– The Ethics Chair will notify the person accused of a violation of the nature of the 
accusation, and provide an opportunity for him/her to address the accusation in 
writing. 

– The Executive Committee will decide, by vote, on 
• Whether or not an ethics violation has occurred. 
• If it has occurred, what should be done about it. 

– The Ethics Chair will inform the person accused of the violation as to the ethics 
committee’s decisions about whether a violation has occurred, and if so, what 
should be done about it. 

– If there is a time constraint, the Executive Committee will attempt to resolve the 
matter ahead of the time constraint.  However, if that cannot be done, the 
Executive Committee has the option of taking a temporary action (such as 
removing someone from consideration for an award for that year) before making a 
final decision as to whether there has been an ethics violation. 

• When the process is complete, the Ethics Chair will inform the member who reported the 
possible ethics violation as to whether the matter was referred to the Executive 
Committee, and if it was, whether or not an ethics violation was determined to have 
occurred.  Nothing else should be reported to the person who reported the possible ethics 
violation. 

• If the possible ethics violation involves a member of the Executive Committee or the Ethics 
Chair, they will be recused from the procedure described above.  If necessary, the ION 
President will fulfill the role of the Ethics Chair. 

• All matters involving ethics violations should be considered confidential and should not be 
shared with people who do not have a right to know, according to this policy. 

 
Action: distribute the document with the proposed Ethics Policy Enforcement Process to 
Council with minutes for Council review with notice and intent for Council to vote on 
ratification at the January 2018 Council meeting. 

 
Designation of Membership Donations: 
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John Nielson, Membership Chair, reported on the history and current process of soliciting and 
applying membership donations through the dues renewal system.  
 
It was reported that the goal was to create an online interface to help facilitate donations by 
allowing individuals to designate specific program areas to donate to.  It was reported that the 
following steps had been taken: 

• Redesigned the membership renewal process to accommodate space for multiple 
donation categories. Added donation categories including ION Reserve Fund, Student 
Programs, Government Fellows and New Initiatives. 

• Added “Donate to ION” button to ION homepage.  
• Added donation options to the online renewal portal. 
• Donors donating $250 or more shall receive a written acknowledgement of their 

contribution with a contribution receipt required for tax purposes stating, “No goods or 
services were provided in return for the gift.” 

 
Action: Lisa Beaty to provide information to the membership on dues renewal notices (printed 
and electronic) as to the tax deductibility of contributions. 
Postscript: Following up on the action above the following memo was circulated to Council 
with the minutes: 

 
TO: ION Council 
FROM: Lisa Beaty 
DATE: November 6, 2017 
RE: Tax Deductibility ION Membership Dues 
 
During the Membership Report given at the ION Council meeting the tax deductibility of ION membership 
dues was briefly mentioned with the suggestion that ION include information relevant to this on ION dues 
renewal notices. 
 
As a 501(c)3 organization elective charitable contributions are tax deductible. This means donations paid to 
ION in excess of membership dues are 100% tax deductible; these donations are made with a charitable 
purpose with no tangible benefit being received by the giver.  ION will add the following statement 
pertaining to the deductibility of these donations where applicable: 
 

“As a 501(c)3 charitable organization your elective donations are tax deductible.”   
 
However, ION membership dues are technically not deductible because the formula used to calculate the 
value of the goods and services received (as defined by the IRS) in return for paid dues exceeds the cost of 
the membership itself.  It would be erroneous to advise the membership that ION dues are deductible as a 
charitable donation under the IRS’ current regulations. 

 
Nielson also introduced ION’s “Refer a Colleague Initiative” that would be launched after ION 
GNSS+ and run through 2017. 
 
Meeting Chair Report: S. Lo 
 
See Attached File: Meetings Chair Report 9-25-17 
 
Peer Review Standards for Conference Papers: 
 

https://www.ion.org/governance/upload/Meetings_Chair_Report_9-25-17.pdf
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Sherman Lo, Meetings Chair, reviewed the goals for peer review of conference papers, the current 
peer review evaluation form, and the need for ION to provide future conference paper peer 
reviewers some defined standards for performing peer review of conference papers. 
 
It was proposed that the following ION Conference Peer Review Standard be considered: 

1. The review criteria should not be as high as for a journal paper.  
a) The majority of the papers will fall into the “endorse paper as is” with some requiring 

“minor non-technical revisions” (typically English edits). 
b) Only in rare occasions can a paper not be endorsed. 
c) Non-endorsed papers will still be included in the conference proceedings; they simply 

will not carry a “peer reviewed” designation. 
2. Exceptional papers will be endorsed/identified for the ION Journal, NAVIGATION. The ION 

National Office follows up with these and asks the authors to submit through the formal 
process https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/navigation 

3. If reviewers are in doubt about a decision, they should contact the Program 
Committee/Publication Committee Chair. 

4. Additional Peer Review Policies. 
a) Each paper will be sent to a minimum of two peer reviewers. 
b) A paper may be passed with one “passed” review. 
c) A paper failing peer review by one reviewer will be required to be reviewed by a 

second reviewer. 
d) A paper will only go through the formal process once. Any conflicts between pass/fail 

will be resolved by the Conference’s Program/Publications Committee. A paper will not 
be re-reviewed after it has been revised. Authors may revise papers based on 
comments and suggestions made by reviewers before the final paper is submitted 
for publication in the proceedings; but only those papers that pass peer review the 
first time will be designated as peer reviewed in the proceedings. 

e) The Conference Program/Publications Committee and/or the National Office are 
authorized to make final decisions regarding the final designation of conference papers 
as peer reviewed in conference proceedings. 

 
Motion: Council adopt the ION Conference Peer Review Standard for Conference Papers as 
outlined above. Motion made by Sherman Lo, seconded by John Raquet and passed by the 
Council. See Attached File: Peer Review Standard Conference Papers Policy 9-26-17 

 
Dr. Lo also recommended that session chairs be informed of the following at the time they are 
invited to chair a session with a peer review requirement: 
 

Peer Review Responsibilities: 
• You will be provided with online access and asked to provide a peer review of the 

technical papers submitted for your session.   
• While the peer review does not need to be done by you personally, you can delegate it 

to another, you will be responsible for the quality of the review and to ensure the 
review is done on a timely basis.   

• Peer review will require you respond to some simple yes or no questions to ensure a 
minimal quality standard for a conference paper is met; and ensure papers contain 
new and significant information to justify publication.   

https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/navigation
https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/navigation
https://www.ion.org/governance/upload/Peer_Review_Standard_Conference_Papers_Policy_9-26-17.pdf
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For ITM, Pacific PNT and PLANS: 
• Based on your review, you will 1) determine which papers will be allocated to 

the pre-determined number of primary presentation slots; 2) determine the 
presentation order of the number of primary selected papers based on topic; 
and 3) identify and rank order alternate papers. Manuscripts not meeting the 
peer review requirement will not be presented at the conference or published 
in the proceedings. 

 
Action: The National Office to update the online session chair kit and author instructions 
to reflect approved policies.  
 
Action: Add a YOU ARE DONE statement for authors in AMP once paper is peer review 
approved. 

 
Change to Speaker Introduction Policy: 
 
It was proposed that the session chair starts the speaker introduction precisely at the start time 
printed in onsite program with speaker bio author has provided; and the reading of the bio counts 
as part of the author’s presentation time. This ensures the amount of time devoted to 
introduction verses presentation will be directly determined by the speaker. The ION gets out of 
the business of policing appropriateness of bio lengths and session chairs have a clear start time 
for every presentation. 
 

Motion: The session chair starts each presentation with a speaker’s introduction at the 
time specified in the onsite program with the bio introduction supplied by the author. The 
time it takes to introduce the author with the supplied bio shall be included as part of the 
speaker’s allotted presentation time. The session chair retains discretion to edit the bio 
during the introduction. Motion made by Sherman Lo, seconded by Frank van Diggelen 
and passed by the Council. 

 
Some follow-up discussion occurred regarding whether or not ION wanted to follow-up on as 
earlier suggestion to initiate Best Presentation Awards at ITM.  Sherman Lo and Lisa Beaty noted 
that this had been discussed outside of Council.  Beaty noted they were not generally in favor of 
this because the size of the ITM sessions were smaller than ION GNSS, and these awards were not 
compatible with PTTI sessions, which was co-located with ITM.   
 
SDR Metadata Standard Report: S. Gunawardena and T. Pany 
 
Dr. Gunawardena reported that in recent years there has been a proliferation of software defined 
radio (SDR) data collection systems and processing platforms, designed for GNSS receiver 
applications, or those that support GNSS bands. An ION working group has spent the past two 
years developing a GNSS Software Defined Radio Metadata Standard to promote the 
interoperability of GNSS SDR data collection systems and processors. ION has posted this draft 
standard on the ION website. Dr. Gunawardena encouraged Council to review the standard and 
noted that public comment is being accepted through December 31, 2017. 
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It was noted that this phase in the standard process was a major milestone.  It was reported that 
the announcement of the draft standard availability for public comment would be made at ION 
GNSS+ awards luncheon, in the ION GNSS+ online and printed program, in the ION GNSS+ show 
daily, the next issue of the ION Newsletter, the ION website landing page and an e-notice had also 
been sent to the membership. 
 
It was reported that what was left in the process was to respond to comments received, provide a 
second version, have a second comment period and then go to legal review.  After this, it could 
become a formal ION standard.  
 
Congressional Fellow Report: K. Wesson 
 
Kyle Wesson, ION’s 2016-’17 Congressional Fellow, thanked the ION Council and Government 
Fellow’s Committee for the experience.  He reported he had spent his year in Senator 
Blumenthal’s office working on spectrum, cyber, aviation, transportation and Resilient PNT and he 
continued to pursue policy-oriented issues as part of his new position. 
 
New Business  
 
Co-sponsorship of ISPRS Mobile Mapping Symposium: 
Dorota Brzezinska and Allison Kealy, both members of ION Council and members of the ISPRS 
organizing committee for the 6-8 May 2019, ISPRS Mobile Mapping Symposium (being held at 
Shenzhen University in China) requested the ION continue its technical co-sponsorship by lending 
its logo to the event.  It was reported that this was a technical co-sponsorship only with no 
financial implications and ION had been a technical co-sponsor of the 2013 ISPRS Mobile Mapping 
event held Tainan, Taiwan, and the symposium met the ION’s current requirements for technical 
co-sponsorship. 
 

MOTION:  Council approves technical co-sponsorship of the 2019 Mobile Mapping 
Symposium, May 6-8, at Shenzhen University in China. Dorota Brzezinska and Allison Kealy 
will represent ION on the conference committee.  Motion made by Dorota Brzezinska, 
seconded by Allison Kealy and passed by the Council. 

 
Proposal to Amend ION’s Mission Statement: 
 
Frank van Diggelen proposed that the ION amend its mission statement to change the scope from 
something ION aspires to, to something ION is achieving: 
 

Existing Mission Statement: 
Dedicated to the advancement of the art and science of positioning, navigation and timing 
(PNT). 
 
Proposed Mission Statement: 
Advancing the art and science of positioning, navigation and timing (PNT). 

 
Motion: Council approves the following as the revised ION mission statement: Advancing 
the art and science of positioning, navigation and timing (PNT). Motion made by Frank van 
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Diggelen, seconded by John Clark and passed by Council. 

 
The meeting adjourned at 7:30 p.m. 

 


